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[00:00:48] Deepak Kapur – Che angapyhy

[00:00:50] Maryn McKenna- Ñañepryróvo ikatúpa emombe’u mba’e ojapo Rotary pe vakúnasion poliomielitis oikorôguare.

[00:01:00] Deepak Kapur – Ipuku aynete, añehe’âta amombe’u mbykymi. Rotary oguerekó pete’i kerandy, oîpota opa Polio yvy ape ári, Kô iaopate rîrê viruela mba’as. Roñeha’â Filipina pe ra’e 1979 pe, upepe rohechauka Organización Mundial de la Salud pe ikatuha ojejapo. Upegui OMS ha Rotary oho ofôndive Asamblea Mundial de la Salud pe oikova’ekue 1988 pe, heñoi upe rîrê Iniciativa Mundial para la Erradicación de la Polio. Ôi pype OMS, UNICEF, Centros para el Control de Enfermedades Atlantaguá, ha katuete Rotary.

Ojagarra ko mba’e Rotary imba’eroguâicha, ha’ete ku peamínteva iproyecto yvy ape ári. Omb’apo imbaretekue, omybaty 1.2 sua voluntario, hapykueri ou pirapire ñembyaty, ojeikua hembiapo marandu rupi, oiko tekoaty âga peve ndojehecháiva.

[00:02:22] Deepak Kapur- Ha’eñoiite Rotary mokoi ary pukukue, omybaty 2 mi dolares estadounidenses pe programa pe. Avei ombotuihave vakúna jerure kongreso pe, oiko ñemomójí tuicháha oparupi, pêicha opa haguá poliomielitis. Rotary omohekoambue, heta âra opyrú umi avave nopyrúseihápe, ojekhyhyje rupi.

[00:02:59] Maryn McKenna – Iporaitépa pe erreva, ndaijojahá, hi’â chêve Rotary oñi rupi ha aveye nde, upe Kampaña poliomielitis pe, heta mba’e ikatu pe mbo’e ko vakúnasion COVID pe. Upeicharô ikatúta emombe’u mba’êpa ofeikotevê ojejapo haguá vakúnasion heta têpichápe, ojejapo hagueuiche pe vakúnasion poliomielitis pe.

[00:03:28] Deepak Kapur – Tuichaiterei, ha heta mba’e ofeikotevê ñemomójí haguá. Heta rojapova’erá tembiaporâ rechaukahá, techapyrá amombe’uta India pe, upépe añonte ofeomboaju haguá upe inmunización suplementaria, ro’e suplementariaombojaju rupi pe inmunización ojejapóva jepivemi ha nosé porôiva, upévare pete’i DNI ojejapo haguá, térâ Dia Nacional de la Inmunización India pe, ofeikotevê 700.000 vakuna, 2.5 sua tapicha oporovakúna, pete’i sua ekipo vakúnasionrâ, 150.000 oviche ava o’i porôpa, 150.000 mbayru vakúna ojegueraha haguá, 225 sua dosis vakuna jurúpe ofeômoïva poliomielitis opa haguá. 2 sua rasa óga ofeëguahê170 sua mitá ofeňvakuna pete’i ârapente, hapykueri mboh apy yrô irundy âra ofeëguahê opa óga háre ojejapovo vakúnasion.

[00:04:49] Deepak Kapur- Pe’a he’ise ofeembosakoiva’erá, ofeembokatupyry
umí oviče’ava’erã, voluntario kuéra, oñangarekóva opa mba’ere, mba’eyru myi, umi ojeporekava’erã tapichakúerére oho hagüa oñe vakunaka, opa oñaháre, ojehesarekóva’erã opa mba’ere. Oñeguenohéva’erã iku’a’i pore umi mitã michívagui, ojeikóva’erã hapykuéríkuéra ponotei okañy. Opa mba’e ojehecha ojejapohagüa vakunación Kampaña India pe.

Maryn McKenna- Tuichaite mba’e emombe’úva. Mba’épa ere ojejapóvo vakunación COVID reheguarda India pe, Ikátunepa ojehupytty pe vakunación poliiomielitís kontrape ojejapó hagueicha. Umi mba’e kuáa rehupytva’ékue upe kampaña Ikatupa rei reheguarda COVID re.


Deepak Kapur — Avey ogueroko ambue mba’e, poliiomielitis oñevakunaróguare peeti ñemo kuá hú ja oíma. Ko’ága, oñenboquapývá erã kuatiare héraguera, ikatuhaguá upiéi ojeheka ou haguá oñe vakunaka jey.

Maryn McKenna — Ema’ëvo tenonde gotyo, mba’épa pe hatapýña tuichavéva ojegurekóta ojejapó haguá vakunación COVID-19 reheguarda India pe.


Deepak Kapur — Reikuáaihácha, tuicha hatapýña ha’ækó vakúna jeguerahá India pe, ko’ága oí upépe tenda ndaiakatuiva ñaguahé, tuicha osoro y upe Bihar pe, ojeguereko ypa’u ha upépe oiko 20 téré 30 tapicha oñevvakunava’erã. Reguahémante’erã hendoapekuéra ponotei oso pe cadena sentral, rehova’erã ygápe. Pe vyvyku’upeu rendápe rehova’erã atukandu ári, péicha rehotorã yyytyrusu gotyo rehova’erã kavara ári.

Deepak Kapur - Á ndaha’ei mba’eve, migrante ojerovia haguá nde
Maryn McKenna – Aguerobery emombe’ure orévé à mba’è. Añetehàpé ijetu’utà, péicha oikò o India pe aive ikatu oiko tetà ambeupe, katutei taha’è China occidental, Nepal yó̀ África subsahariana, ojegurekòta koichagua hatapyña, nòngu ahè hagaua tapichakuéra korasôme. Romomba’è gausu opa eréva oreve.

Maryn McKenna- Areko porandu pahà ajaposéva ndéve. Heta momaranduhàà oíò o mbo’èsyràpe, ha’è umè tetà ìvirùvéva oje’è máva hesekuera ojagarrapaha vakunà. Aive ha’èva’èrà ñiande ñàñomongeta jasyápìpe, ohasata heta ãra ohecha hagauà umì oíva ko mbo’èsyràpe. Heta tapichakuéra ouva umì tetànguera ipipire sa’îvéva gui oha’aróva oguahè chupekuéra pe dosis oikotevéva, oip’apy chupekuéra umì tetànguera kuara ñikepe oíva. Mba’èpa ikatu maranduhàårakuéra he’ì ojejapo hagau à vakunà ñemuengovia, ojehypyme’è ýre, oñèñangareko pyà’è hagaua opavavére.

Deepak Kapur – Nóì ohiputy pe porandu ekonomiàpe ndà ha’èi pohanóhàrape. Naîporài oje’è ojegaraarapaha, ndo japo poràì aavavère. Ñama’èró yyy ape ãrí to jeiko p’yà guapu ha teko ñyspe ñepiveguàcia, upevarà hì’å jajapo India pe ojeguerekòva ñè’è «Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam», he’ìséva «Arapy ha’ète peteì òga gausu”.

Deepak Kapur – Ekapà’è ojejapo upéicha, ñamboykérove pe pirapire, jahejaro pe yyy póra toiko jey yma guerecha, opoiramo umì vakunàgui, oñépyru jeyta tapichakuéra oho ambue tëtàre. Ojehuputy jeyta pe joaju, péicha oñemombaretéta p’yà guapu yyy ape ãrí. Péicha ikatuta ñahenonde a ponotei oiko ñòairò vakunàre.

Deepak Kapur – Òmùhàårakuéra oíì a rapùre ohasa ñasya noñëvakunàiro. Òmì ñomùhàårakuéra ohoîa’èrà opàrûpi ikatuqàgua ohepymè’è, tahà’è India térà Pakistàn gua ha ohoîa’èrà Estados Unidos ñyò Reino Unido peha no ñèvakunà Mba’è oikòta ñhuguikuéra ndaiñatumoài oike upe tetàme noñieinmunisairupi. Ha umì oguatàva ambue tètàre, mba’è oikòta pe turismoqù, pirapire oguerùva heta téñguera ha tapichàpe aive. Ojehasa ñasya, ojekyhyjepàta ojueheguì, ndereikuaài rëpi umì oguahèvapa oñëvakuna, katutei ombohonata mba’èsà vai umì tapichakuéra oikòva upe tetàme.


Deepak Kapur – Òñomoiùva’èkue arapùre opa hagau Polio oiko hagaua Erradication, ijàptìpè Rotary omè’è ínè’è, Òììene pehehndu oñëñeë’èvo Òmekànion COVAX re òììhame OMS, GAVI ha Àlianza Mundial Vakunà rehugua, oñëmoiùva’èrà pèteì yrò mòkò dosis marò ikatu ojey mba’èsy, ikatu ifììambue, pe variante oje’èva, ñama’èmìnte mba’èpa oikòva’èkue pe èripe españòla, oñëpyùta’èkue 1914 pe ha ohorei he se irundy æry pukuìke. Upeichàñ ñakotèvè jeýtà vakunà ambue æry, ha mba’è oikòta upèòò, pokà téñguera ojagarraparò, sarambi oikòta ñandehugì ha hetave oïta apañuàìi arapùre.
My pleasure.

So to begin, could you tell us a little bit about the role that Rotary has played in organizing vaccination for polio?

It's a long story, but I'll try and keep it short. Rotary dreamt of a polio-free world. This was in the aftermath of the eradication of smallpox from the planet. It began with a pilot in the Philippines in 1979, and managed to convince the World Health Organization that it was feasible proposition.

From there, the WHO and Rotary went to the World Health Assembly and in 1988, the Global Polio Eradication Initiative was formed. This comprised opf WHO, UNICEF, the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, and of course, Rotary. It took it up as, by it I mean Rotary, took it up as its only worldwide project involving its huge 1.2 billion volunteer force. This was followed by a massive fund raising exercise and advocacy and social mobilization on a hitherto unprecedented scale.

Rotary alone has contributed over the years more than two billion dollars US to the program. And even more important is raising demand for the vaccination, which is what is needed, perhaps for Congress as well, in making it a people's movement, polio eradication. Rotary has played the role of a catalyst, often stepping in where there's fear to tread.

So that's a fascinating history, and it sounds as though from Rotary's involvement in your involvement with the polio campaign, there are a lot of lessons that
polio could bring to COVID vaccination. So, could you talk to us a bit about what some of the logistical needs are for setting up mass vaccination, vaccinating an entire country as has been done for polio?

[00:03:28] You know, the logistical needs are massive. You need a lot of advanced planning. Just give you an example, in India, just India alone, a supplementary immunization round, we call it supplementary because it is supplementing sub-standard routine immunization.

[00:03:51] So a typical NID or the National Immunization Day, would involve setting up over 700,000 vaccinations with 2.5 million vaccinators, more than a million vaccination teams, 150,000 supervisors, 150,000 acres to transport the vaccine, 225 million doses of the oral polio vaccines. More than two million homes are visited, and more than 170 million children are immunized. On a single day, followed by three to four days of house-to-house immunizations.

[00:04:49] So what that involves is a lot of training of the vaccinators, the supervisors, the monitors, the volunteers, maintenance of a core chain, advanced mass mobilization to ensure that people who turn up for the drugs and a very intensive house-to-house protocol where you've got to keep personal sensitivities in mind. Arranging for finger marking, marking of the pinky fingers of children, and tracking of newborns to make sure that you don't miss any of those. All this goes into really organizing a mass vaccination campaign in India.

[00:05:38] Those are astonishing numbers. Do you expect as COVID vaccination rolls out in India, will COVID vaccination look like the polio immunization days? Will some of the lessons that you learned in doing polio vaccination be applicable to COVID vaccination as well?

[00:06:03] The answer is yes and no. There will be a lot of efforts made, and in fact, they're now being made to replicate the polio immunization drive. The veritable mountain whom is the head (?). We will be able to utilize a medical and volunteer infrastructure and expertise that has been developed during the fight against polio.

[00:06:36] We will follow the example in trying to overcome the hesitancy to get vaccinated. There may be issues where religion comes into the picture. Now, certain religions sometimes are quite resistant to immunization on various pretexts, and we're not talking about the religions, persay, which permits vaccination and looking after other fellow human beings. We are talking about parochial, small town or village political leaders who'd just like to use this in order to gain political points.

[00:07:23] And so we will need to, again, involve celebrities. I don't know if you know that the prime minister of India, Mr. Modi, went and got a jab only two days ago. And, the things that are different are that in polio immunization, you had only oral polio drops that could be given by anyone. But here in the fight against COVID, you need clean syringes, one-time use. You need a much more, shall I say, much more stringent core chain. You cannot afford to let vaccines out of the core chain.

[00:08:11] And the last thing I would say, which is very different, is that for polio immunization, simple fingermarking would work. But in this case, you're going to need a numeration of all those who've been immunized because you will have to go to them again or ask them to come again to a mass vaccination center.
As you look ahead, what do you think the biggest challenges will be for implementing COVID-19 vaccination in India?

I have no hesitation in saying that it would be overcoming hesitancy. We've already vaccinated 14 million people at least once. We are the second largest vaccine maker in the world, and overcoming hesitancy -- another point is the choice of vaccine. This is one point which has come up. Right now, we are using two vaccines. One is a vaccine manufactured in India by Bio N Tech. And one is the Oxford vaccine, the AstraZeneca one.

Often people are hesitant to take one or the other. Each one has his or her own preference. Now, that cannot be allowed because if you are allotted a particular center, you have to accept whatever vaccine they are using.

The third is raising of demand for vaccination. Right now, it's hunky dory, you know, because we have to assume that people are quite eager to begin with. Everyone's been waiting for the vaccine and the eager beavers are lining up to get the vaccine. This will not remain so. There will be more hesitancy and we will have to actually raise the demand, as we did in the case of polio to ensure that there are enough people to utilize the supply that is available. We have to try and make this a people's movement, involve celebrities, overcome religion-based resistance.

And, you know, in India, for instance, it will be a challenge to deliver the vaccine. Now, there are places called (?), if you heard of them. (?) are tiny islands in the middle of the flood waters in the state of (?), I'm just giving you one example. And you would have about 25 or 30 people living on each such little atoll. To reach them and to make sure that the core chain is maintained, you have to take the vaccine by boat. In the desert, you have to take it by camel. In the mountains, you sometimes have to use mountain goats.

To add to all of that would be the biggest challenge in addressing the migrant. Because even if they get today in one particular state, it could be a thousand miles away, when their turn comes four weeks later for the second jab. That's not going to be easy, and to cap it all is India's population, close to 1.4 billion. So even if you weed out those below the age of 18, it's still going to be a huge, huge number.

I really appreciate that you're giving us a glimpse into how incredibly complicated this is going to be, because what is true for India is going to be true for other countries of the global south as well. I'm sure whether that is in western China, in Nepal or in sub-Saharan Africa, there are going to be these kind of transport challenges and also challenges of reaching the hearts and minds of people. Your insights are just so incredibly valuable.

Let me ask you a final question. Some of our participants in this course, thousands of journalists come from affluent countries that are already being accused of hoarding vaccines.

Now, I should say that you and I are speaking in the beginning of March. It'll be a few weeks before the participants actually get to watch this. And other participants, of course, are coming from countries that are waiting for their doses and are concerned that the countries of the industrial west are hoarding the vaccine.

What should journalists be saying in favor of free sharing of vaccines so that the
entire world can be immunized as fast as possible?

[00:13:24] Well, this is a question more steeped in economics than in the field of medicine, I would say. I believe that hoarding of vaccines is part of a self-defeating mindset. If you look at the broader picture of world peace and a proper world order as we are used to, we need to embrace the ancient India concept of "Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam" which literally translated means "entire earth is one large family."

[00:14:13] If we don't I mean, keep aside the basic moral lesson, of being humane, the economic gains, it would open up travel if you de-hoard. It would promote people-to people contact, hence promoting world peace. You could have conflicts based on non availability of vaccine that could be avoided.

[00:14:47] Business would suffer if you do not have or if you have parts of the world that have not been immunized, because just imagine a businessman traveling from, say, India or Pakistan to the US or the United Kingdom. If he or she is not allowed to come in just because he's not been immunized, what that would lead to. And tourism, which is a major economic gain for many, many countries, if not every country on Earth, tourism would suffer terribly because you would be scared that the tourists coming in, if he or she is has been immunized, they're going to infect the local population.

[00:15:39] In order to export your goods and services, not everything can be virtual. We're going to have to distribute the vaccines all over the world, if not, you could have some countries who do not have enough vaccines impose tariffs and start protectionism again. You've seen that all that is something of the past, some part of the Cold War that used to exist, but it could start all over again. The Global Polio Eradication Initiative partners, including Rotary, have committed.

[00:16:25] You, I'm sure, have heard of COVAX, which is a global initiative of WHO and Gavi, the Global Vaccine Alliance, to provide vaccine at a reduced cost to the developing countries. Now, all this is fine, but let's imagine one more scenario. Today, perhaps most of the world has the vaccine, but there are no guarantees and COVID vaccine would have to be given just once or twice, it would return again, by it I mean, COVID. In one form or another, a mutant shape or the original shape, it could come back we just have to look back at the Spanish flu, which continued from, what, 1914 for four years thereafter.

[00:17:24] So we could have a need for vaccine again next year and the year after. But what happens then? If all the manufactured stock has been hoarded by a few developed countries, it's going to really put the whole world into shambles and lead to all kinds of issues.

[00:17:48] Well, I hope that your vision of the world, considering itself one family and sharing vaccine freely and equitably, really does come true. Thank you so much, Mr. Deepak Kapur, Rotary International, India National Polio Plus Chair, for sharing your wisdom with the participants of this MOOC. We really appreciate it. I know all of our journalist participants around the world will benefit, and to all of you, thanks for listening. I'm Maryn McKenna, your main instructor, and I'll reconnect with you shortly in the site for the MOOC. Thanks again. Stay safe.